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HOMAGE TO MARGUERITE DURAS,
on Le rauissement d,e Lol V. Stein*

Jacques Lacan

Le rauissernent-this word is enigmatic. Does it have an ob-
jective or a subjective dimension-is it a ravishing or a being rav-
ished-as determined by Lol V. Stein?

Ravished. We think of the soul, and of the effect wrought by
beauty. But we shall free ourselveso as best we can' from this read-
ily available meaning, by means of a symbol.

A woman who ravishes is also the image imposed on us by this
wounded figure, exiled from thingso whom you dare not toucho but
who makes you her prey.

The two movementso however' are knotted together in a ci-
pher that is revealed in a name skillfully crafted in the contour of
writing: Lol V. Stein.

Lot V. Stein: paper wings, Vo scissors, Stein, stoneo in love's
guessing game you lose yourself.

One replies: Oo open moutho why do I take three leaps on the
water, out of the game of loveo where do I plunge?

Such artistry suggests that the ravisher is Marguerite Duras,
and we are the ravished. But if, to quicken our steps behind Lol's
steps, which resonate through the novel, we were to hear them be-
hind us without having run into anyone, is it then that her crea-
ture rnoves within a space which is doubled; or is it rather that one
of us has passed through the other, and which of uso in that case'
has let himself be traversed?

Or do we now realize that the cipher is to be calculated in
some other way: for to figure it outo one must count oneself three.

But let's read.
The scene of which the entire novel is but a recollection de-

scribes the enrapturing of two in a dance that fuses them together
before the entire ball and under the eyes of Lol, the thirdo who

*Le raaissernent de Lol V Stein was published in America under the title, The
Rauishing of Lol Stein, Grove Press, 1966.

endures the abduction of her fianc6 by 
" 

woman who had only
suddenly to appear.

And to get at what Lol is seeking from this moment ono must
we not have her say ooJe me dcu,x," to conjugate, with Apollinaire,oodauloir?"'

But, preciselp she cannot say that she sufrers.
Thinking along the lines of some clich6, we might say she is

repeating the event. But we should look more closely than this.
This is roughly what we discern in this scene, to which Lol

will return many times, where she watches a pair of lovers in whom
she has foundo as if by chanceo a friend who was close to her before
the drama, and who helped her even as it unfolded: Ihtiana.

This is not the evento but a knot retying itself there. And it is
what this knot ties up that actually ravishes-but then again,
whom?

The least we can say is that at this point the story puts one
character in balanceo and not only because Marguerite Duras has
invested this character with the narrative voice: the other partner
of the couple. His nameo Jacques Hold.

Nor is he what he appears to be when I say: the narrative
voice. He iso rather, its anguish. Once again the ambiguity returns:
is it his anguisho or that of the narrative? He does noto in any case,
simply display the machinery, but is in fact one of its mainspringso
and he does not now just how taken up in it he is.

This allows me to introduce Marguerite Duras here, having
moreover her consent to do so, as the third ternarll of which one
of the terms remains the ravishment of Lol V. Stein caught as an
object in her own knoto and in which I myself am the third to pro-
pose a ravishmento in my case, a decidedly subjective one.

What I have just described is not a madrigal, but a limit of
methodo one whose positive and negative value I hope to affirm
here. A subject is a scientifrc term, something perfectly calculable,
and this reminder of its status should terminate what can onlv be

'f e me deux is the firet person reflexive form of the now archaic French infini.
tive, meaning to feel sorrow. It means, therefore, 'oI feel Eorrowr" but aleo, read
in another way, it can mean literally, 'oI two myself.o' No Englieh verb captures
the ambiguity of the French; the cloeeet approximation might be, "r am rent,'o
which Buggests the splitting of the subject of which Lacan will be speaking.
(TN)
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called by its name, boorishness: let us say thi pedantry of a certain
kind of psychoanalysis. This frivolo.r, a.p"", lt pry"ho"."lyrir, ,oremain sensitive, one hopeso to those who immerse th"ms"ires inito ought to indicate to them that they are sliding towards stupid-ity; for example, by attributing an author', 

"rroi"d 
techniq,r" ,osome neurosis: boorishness. or againo by showing it to be * 

"*_plicit adoption of certain mechanis*, *hi"h *o,r'id thereby i"k"an unconscious edifice of it: stupidity.
I think that even if I were to hea. it from Marguerite Durasherself thato in her entire oe.Lure, she doesnot know where Lol hascome from, and even if I could grean this from the next sentence

she says to meo the _only advantale that the psychoanalyst i", il"right to draw fr_om his position, were this then to be ,""ogrrir"d 
",sucho is to recall with Freud that in his work the artist alriays pre_cedes him, and that he does not have to play the psychologisi*ir"."

the artist paves the way for him.
This is precisely what I acknowledge to be the case in the rav_ishing of Lol v. stein, where it turns out that Marguerite Durasknowso without me, what I teach.
In this respect, I do not wrong her genius in bringing my cri-tique to bear on the virtue of her talents.

- It p"ying homage to hero all that I shall show is rhat the prac-
tice of the letter converges with the workings of the uncorrr"]io,rr.

Let me assure whoever might read thlse rines by the dim-
Ti.g or rising footlights-indeeJo f"o- those future shores where
Jeah-Louis Barraulto through his cahiers,z would harbor theunique,conjunction of the theatricar act-that the thread I will beunraveling takes its bearings at every moment, and to the letterfrom the ravishing of Lol v. stein; and furthermore, that *o"k goj
jng on today at my school certainly crosses paths with it. MoreoverI do not so much address myself io this 

"""d", 
as r draw ,rpo' t iJinmost_being in order to practice the knot f unravel.

This thread is to be picked up in the first scene, where Lol isrobbed of her lover; that is to say, it is to be traced in the motif ofthe dress which sustains the phantasm (to which Lol is soon to be_
2This article first appeared in the cahiers Renaurt- Ba*aurt, December 1965.(TN)
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come fixed) of a beyond that she cannot find the word foro thisword which, as it closes the doors on the three of themo might haveespoused her at the moment her lover was to raise up the womanosblack dress to unve' her nakedness. wiir iii. go further? yes, tothis unspeakable nakedness that insinuates itserf into the prace ofher own _b"dy. There everything srops.
Is this not enough to ."rn""l to ,r, what has happened to Lor,and what it says {o.ri love; that is, about this image, an inrage ofthe self in which the other dresses ," ""i 

in which you aredressedo and whieho when you are ,o[b"d of ito lets you be justwhat underneath? what is ieft to be said about that eveningo Loroin all your passion of nineteen years, so taken with your dresswhich*w-ore your nakednesso giving it iis brillhnce?
what you ar9 left with] th"l, i, *l;;-;iley said about youwhen you were a ehild, that you were never all there.But what exactly is this vacuity? h b*gir;to ,"ke on a mean_ing: you were' yes, fo.r one night until a"ti", *fren something inthat place gave wayo the 

""rr,"i of attention.
vhat lies concealed in this locution? A center is not the sameon all surfaces. singular on a flat surface, everywhere on a sphere,on a more eomplex surface it can produce an odd knot. ir,i, i""knot is ours.
Beeause vou sense that ail this has to do with an envelopehaving neither an inside nor an outsideo and in the seam of its cen_ter every gaze turns back into your own, that these gazes are yourown' which your own saturates and which, Loi you wilr forevercrave from every-pasgerby. Let us foilow hi;;ir" passes from oneto the other, seizing from them thi, t"tiri"r, ,t i"r, everyone is soeager to cast off: the gaze.

Every gaze will L" yo,.,"ro Lolo as the fascinated Jacques Holdwill say to himsel{, for himseif, ready to love o.ail of Lor.o,There is in fact a grammar of the ,.rry""i which has takennote of this stroke of genius. It will returra;;;", the pen whichpointed it out to me.
You can verify it, this gaze is everywhere in the novel. Andthe woman of the event ir """ry 

to recognizeo since MargueriteDuras has depicted her as ,rorr_S'""".
I teach that vision sprits ltserf between the image and the
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gaze, that the first model for the gaze is the staino3 from which is
ierived the radar that the splitting of the eye offers up to the sco-
pic field.

The gaze spreads itself as a stroke on the canvas' making you
lower your own gaze before the work of the painter'

Of that which requires your attention one says' o'ga wtts re-
garde:" this looks at you.

But rathero it is the attention of that which is regarding you
that has to be obtained. For you do not know the anguish of what
gazes at you withouto howevero regarding you'

It is this anguish that takes hold of Jacques Hold when" from
the window of the cheap hotel where he awaits Thtianao he discoverg
stretched out at the edge of the rye field before him, L,ol.

Do you read on a comic level his panicky agitation" be it violent
or only dreamed, beforeo significantlS he gets a grip on himrylf' be-
fore he tells himself that Lol can probably see him. Just a little more
calmo and then the next phase, when she knows that he can see her'

Still, he must show her Thtiana, propitiatory at the window,
no longer moved by the fact that Tatiana hasn't noticed anything,
cynical at having already sacrificed her to the law of Lolo since it is
in the certainty of obeying Lolos desire that he will go through the
motions with Li, loo"to upsetting her with those words of love
whose floodgates, he knowso can only be opened by the othero but
these same cowardly words tell him that this is not what he wantso
not for her.

' Above all, do not be deceived about the locus of the gaze
here. It is not Lol who lookso if only because she sees nothing' She
is not the voyeur. She is realized only in what happens'

Only ,n-h". Lol, with the appropriate wordso elevates the gaze
to the .t"i.r, of a pure object for the still innocent Jac{ues Hold is
its place revealed.

ooNaked, naked under her black hairooo these words from the
lips of Lol mark the passage of Thtiana's beauty into a function of
the intolerable stain which pertains to this object'

This function is no longer compatible with the narcissistic

3For an understanding of the function of the stain in Lacanos theory ofthe gaze,
see his ooThe Split beiween the Eye and the Gaze" in The Four Fundamental
Concepts ol Piychoanalysis, trans. Alan Sheridan, New York: Norton, 1977,
pp.67-78. (TN)
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image in which the lovers try to contain their loveo and Jacques
Hold immediately feels the effects of this.

From that moment on, in their dedication to realizing Lol's
phantasmo they will be less and less themselves.

What is manifest in Jacques Hold, his division of the subject,
will no longer concern us here. We are interested rather in how he
fits into this threefold being, in which Lol is suspended, laying
over his emptiness the o'I think" of a bad dream which makes up
the content of the book. But in so doing, he contents himself with
giving her a consciousness of being that is sustained outside of
herselfo in Tatiana.

It is Lol, howevero who puts together this threefold being.
And it is because the oothought" of Jacques Hold comes to haunt
Lol too insistently at the end of the novelo when he accompanies
her on a pilgrimage to the scene of the evento that Lol goes mad.

The episode in fact contains signs of thiso but I would point
out that I heard this from Marguerite Duras.

The last sentence of the novel, which brings Lol back to the
rye fieldo seems to me to bring about a much less decisive end than
my remark would suggest. One suspects from it a caution against
the pathos of understanding. Lol is not to be understoodo she is not
to be saved from ravishment.

Even more superfluous is my own commentary on what
Marguerite Duras has done in giving a discursive existence to her
creature.

For the very thought, by means of which I would restore to
her a knowledge which was always herso could never encumber her
with the consciousness of being an object, since she has already
recuperated this object through her art.

This is the meaning of sublimation, something that still con-
founds psychoanalysts because, in handing down the term to themo
Freud's mouth remained sewn shut.

His only warning was that the satisfaction it brings should
not be considered illusory.

But clearly he didn't speak out loudly enough sinceo thanks
to themo the public remains persuaded to the contrary. And the
public will remain so if the psychoanalysts don't come around to
acknowledging that sublimation is to be measured by the number
of copies sold for the author.
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This leads us to the ethics of psychoanalysis, a topic whicho in
my seminaro produced a schism within the unsteady ranks of the
audience.

In front of everyone, however, I confessed one day that
throughout the entire year my hand had been held in some invisi-
ble place by another Margueriteo Marguerite of the Heptameron.n
It is not without consequence that I find here this coincidence of
names.

It seems quite natural to me to find in Marguerite Duras that
severe and militant charity that animates the stories of Marguerite
d'Angoul6me, when they can be read free from those prejudices
which are intended solely to screen us off from their locus of
truth.

This is the idea of the oogallant" story. In a masterful work,
Lucien Febvre has tried to expose the trap it sets.

I would draw attention to the fact that Marguerite Duras has
received from her readers a striking and unanimous affirmation of
this strange way of loving: of that particular way of loving which
the character-whom I placed not in the role of narrator but of
subject-brings as an offering to Lolo the third person indeedo but
far from being the excluded third.

I am delighted to see this proof that the serious still have
some rights after four centuries in which the novel feigned senti-
mentality, firstly to pervert the techniques of the convention of
courtly love into a mere fictional accounto and then to cover up
the losses incurred-losses parried by the convention of courtly
love-as it developed into the novel of marital promiscuity.

And the style which you adopto Marguerite Duras, through-
out your Heptameron, might well have paved the way for the great
historian I mentioned earlier to attempt to understand some of
these stories for what they really are: true stories.

But sociological reflections on the many changing moods of
life's pain are but little when compared to the relationship that the
structure of desire, which is always of the Other, has with the ob-
ject that causes it.

'Marguerite d'Angoul6me (1492-1549), author of the Heptameron, pub.
lished posthumously in 1558-59. The seventy.two tales of the Heptameron,
told by a group of travelers delayed by a flood on their return from a Pyrenean
spao il lustrate the triumph of virtue and honor. (TN)

Thke the exemplary tale in Book X of Amadoro who is not a
choir boy. Devoted even unto death to a love whicho for all its im_
possibility, is in no way Platonic, he sees his own enigma all the
more clearly by not viewing it in terms of the ideal of ihe victori_
an happy ending.

_ For the point at which the gaze turns back into beauty as I
have described it, is the threshold between-two-deaths, a pi""" r
have defined, and which is not merely what those who are i", ,"-
moved from it might think: it is the place of misery.

It seems to me, Marguerite Duras, from what i krro* of vour
w9rk, that your characters are to be found gravitating around this
place, and you have situated them in a world familiar to .r, in order
to show that the noble women and gentlemen of ancient pageantry
are everywhereo and they are just as valiant in their q"".tr; 

"rrishould they be caught in the thorns of an uncontrollabie love, to-
wards that stain, celestial nocturneo of a being offered up to the
mercy of all . . . r,_at half past ten on a sum-"r!, evening.

You probably couldn't come to the aid of your 
"r""iiorrr, new

Margueriteo bearing a myth of the personal soul. But does not the
rather hopeless charity with whieh you animate them proceed
from the faith which you have in such abundance, as you celebrate
the taciturn wedding of an empty life with an indescrib"bl" object.

Translated by Peter Connor
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